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The question is not “why does Hollywood keep pumping
out sequels?” It’s “why do fans keep letting them get away
with it by paying for them?” – Eric Skala, A&E
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Gospel singer, writer
will deliver address

loria Gaither, a Christian songwriter, author and speaker from
Alexandria, Ind., is this year’s
graduation speaker.
“She’s an Indiana treasure,” Director of Media Relations Jim Garringer

said. “Gloria Gaither was a wonderful
choice. She has been a friend of Taylor
University through the years, and she
is very well-known in Christian and
secular circles.”
Gaither is no stranger on campus
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“SOMETHING
SO BORING
THAT IT’S
SOMEHOW
INTERESTING”

before the hike.

LAST DAY FOR VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
REGISTRATION
Today is the last day to register
for the Taylor co-ed volleyball
tournament. The tournament
will take place on April 25 at
1 p.m. in the KSAC. All Taylor
students, faculty and staff are
welcome to participate. The
cost is $10 per person, and
teams must have a minimum
of six players. Each team must
have at least three females.
Payments are due the day of
the tournament. For more
information, e-mail assistant
coach Ashlee Zeigler at ashlee_
zeigler@taylor.edu. Students
can e-mail Zeigler their final
roster or send it through campus mail.

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

71°
39°

Saturday

57°
34°

Sunday

60°
37°

either. She has attended and spoken
in chapel services and explored the
library’s Edwin W. Brown collection.
Passionate about helping students
seek excellence through Christian
education, Gaither received an honorary doctorate from Taylor and several
other accredited universities. She also
served on the Board of Directors for
the Council for Christian Colleges
and Universities and the United
Christian College Fund.
“The Gaithers have for many
years been involved with Taylor
in some way, shape or form,” Garringer said. “This will be an opportunity to recognize them for their
commitment to Christ-centered
higher education and the impact they
have made, not only on the Christian
world, but also on the secular world.”
Along with speaking, Gaither also
enjoys literature and music. One of
her favorite authors is John Steinbeck,
who played a large role in her academic studies. In fact, Gaither was
published in the Steinbeck Academic
Journal. She has also written more
than 40 books and 100 video scripts
for audiences of all ages.
“She demonstrates a Christian
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

IN BRIEF

Stewards of Creation will be
leading a hike tomorrow on
Taylor property. The hike will
begin noon. Students will be
exploring the Mississinewa
River and will arrive back at
campus at approximately 3
p.m. Students should bring a
watter bottle, sun screen and
a good pair of hiking shoes.
The group will meet at the top
of the DC at noon for lunch
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GLORIA GAITHER TO
SPEAK AT GRADUATION
G

BY KARA HACKETT
Contributor

STEWARDS OF CREATION
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CREATING
CULTURE
TO BE
THEME
OF NSLC

tural mandate challenges Taylor University student leaders to renew culture in
all walks of life. McEwan hopes students
will see a collision of culture and the gospel during the conference.
“We want to use the gifts God has given
us to create and bring it into society.
Christians tend to go out into the culture for missions work — not to create
the culture, but to convert the culture,”
said Leadership Development cabinet
member freshman Katie Blum.
NSLC will start with a banquet Thursday night, continue into Friday and finish
on Saturday at noon. Keynote speakers
include author and professor of biblical
studies Dr. Scot McKnight, former pastor
and current managing editor of “Leadership Journal” Skye Jethani and former
BY CHRISTEN GALL
Taylor graduate Heather Larson, who
Contributor
heads the Justice/Compassion Ministries
tudent leaders from across campus at Willow Creek Community Church.
“We have a wide range of speakers. The
— and the country — are called to
examine the cultural mandate keynote speakers provide the theoretical,
given to them by God this weekend but the workshop speakers provide the
during Taylor University’s annual tangible,” McEwan said.
The workshop speakers that provide
National Student Leadership Confertangible ways for students to change
ence.
“The purpose of the conference is to culture are Pastor J.R. Briggs, Assistant
equip students not only in their lives Professor of Marketing Jody Hirschy, Pasas college students, but what will affect tor Fergus Macdonald, Associate Dean
them in their postgrad years,” said senior of Students and Director of Residence
Life Steve Morley
Melesa McEwan,
and Entertainment
president of LeaderProducer Jim Rink.
ship Development.
The variety of topTaylor has held
ics and speakers
the conference
“We want to use the gifts God has
gives attendees
every spring for
given us to create and bring it
several choices on
over 20 years.
into
society. Christians tend to go
Friday.
“From what I’ve
McEwan has
gathered, it is posout into the culture for missions
been planning the
sibly one the oldest
work — not to create the culture,
National Student
student leadership
but to convert the culture.”
Leadership Conferconferences in the
ence along with a
country,” said Cathy
cabinet of students
Weatherspoon,
since the fall, all
director of Leaderunder the Weathship Development.
“What makes the National Student Lead- erspoon’s supervision.
Taylor will be hosting several other
ership Conference unique here at Taylor
is that each year the vision, planning and Midwestern universities at the leadership conference, including Indiana Wesexecution is mostly student-led.”
The theme of this year’s NSLC centers leyan University and Wheaton College.
“We have students as close as IWU
on Christians and the cultural mandate
attending and as far as Tabor College in
given to them by God.
“NSLC’s conference theme is ‘re:imagine, Hillsboro, Kansas,” Weatherspoon said.
Workshops include topics such as how
re:create, re:new.’ Its objective is to offer
students opportunities to learn from com- Christians should interact with science,
mitted Christians who are making an entertainment and community. Those
held Friday are still open to Taylor Uniimpact on culture,” Weatherspoon said.
Genesis 1:26-28 and the idea of cul- versity students for a $5 fee.

Conference challenges
student leaders

S

SIFE QUALIFIES
FOR NATIONALS
Team will present at national
exposition in Minneapolis
BY MANDOLYN HECOX
Staff Writer
Taylor’s Students In Free Enterprise team attended its
regional competition in Chicago last week and qualified for
the 2010 SIFE USA National Exposition in Minneapolis.
This is the first time Taylor has qualified for nationals.
The presentation team, which is comprised of Stephanie
Adams, Patrick Sells, Courtney Turner, Paul Bachman,
Kyle Sonnenberg and Hannah Duncan, competed against
60 other schools.
The team presented an annual report to a panel of 12
judges, explaining what the Taylor SIFE team had accomplished throughout the year.
“We had 24 minutes to present everything we’ve done
... Our presentation sums up our direct impact to those
around us through the projects we conducted,” said Bachman, a junior Business Management major.
The team practiced their presentation countless times
almost every day beginning three weeks before the competition. The presentation includes a written Annual Report,
combined with a multimedia and oral portion.
The team was named a SIFE Regional Champion and
moved on to nationals to compete against 140 teams from
across the U.S. At nationals, which are being held May
11-13, the team will present their revamped presentation and go through various ceremonies of recognition. A
large-scale job fair will also be included at nationals, with
over 60 companies looking to recruit SIFE students for
internships and jobs.
“There are so many people working to create a better,
more sustainable world through the positive power of
business,” said Duncan, a freshman majoring in business
management and a part of the presentation team.
When the team presents at Nationals in May, they will
be competing against the top 25 percent of all SIFE teams
in the U.S. for a spot in the World Cup. The six presentation team members will be accompanied by two of their
three advisers, Dr. Sells and Dr. Sherlock, and hopefully a
few of the 40 other SIFE members. Taylor SIFE is involved
in the community, local schools, internationally, and with
Taylor students.
“..The competition only intensifies,” Bachman said. “We
have a very impressive annual report, and I know that we
will put up a good fight at nationals.”
“SIFE is a truly innovative student group that looks
to do real projects that affect real people,” said Sells, a
sophomore political science major.
For those interested in getting involved with SIFE,
they are encouraged to do so, even if they are not a
Business major. “SIFE is a great opportunity for students, regardless of their major, to learn about business
and make some incredible connections,” said Bachman.
“SIFE is a very rewarding opportunity and offers you the
chance to make a life long impact in the lives of those
around you.”
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worldview, which is very important to us, obviously, and what she
shares with our graduates and their
families will serve as a great capstone to their Taylor experience,”
Garringer said.
Gaither’s belief in family values,
pure discipleship and living in the
moment define her lifestyle. She
has been married to her husband
and writing partner, Bill Gaither, for
more than 45 years.
Gaither explains that she and
Bill share a mutual commitment to
a “larger purpose” that has allowed
them to collectively produce over
700 songs, in addition to numerous

“She’s an Indiana treasure. Gloria Gaither was
a wonderful choice. She
has been a friend of Taylor University through the
years, and she is very wellknown in Christian and
secular circles.”

recordings, musicals and books. The
Gaithers are recipients of the ASCAP
Songwriters of the Century Award,
along with several Grammies and

2

Dove Awards. They have even been
inducted into the Gospel Music Hall
of Fame and Museum.
Nevertheless, though the Gaithers have many impressive accomplishments, they cannot deny their
Indiana roots.
“They’re members of the local
community,” Garringer said. “That’s
something that I’ve always been
impressed with about them. They
could have moved to Nashville, which
is really where a number of other
Christian singers and songwriters
live, but Indiana is their home. Alexandria is their home. This is where
they live, and, really, the world comes
to them.”
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The Echo aims to represent the views of diverse voices
on Taylor University’s campus fairly and without bias
and to be a vehicle of accurate and pertinent information to the student body, faculty and staff. The Echo
also aims to be a forum that fosters healthy discussion
about relevant issues, acting as a catalyst for change
on our campus.
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Student journalists have published The Echo weekly
since 1915, except for January term, exam week
and school holidays. The Echo is a member of the
Associated Collegiate Press and the Indiana Collegiate
Press Association.

Freshman Joni Stafford leads the Zumba class Wednesday night in the aerobics room.

Zumba class dances up a sweat
Classes encourage
physical activity in
fun environment

department could endorse it as part
of their mission and philosophy. They
approved Stafford as a capable instructor,
created a course curriculum and reviewed
the safety of course content.
Classes were temporarily stopped in the
meantime, but — contrary to rumor — the
By Hannah Beers
cancellation had little to do with the Life
Staff Writer
Together Covenant’s dancing policies.
“As long as movement is done according
“Ditch the workout, join the party!” is
the “Zumba” slogan — and Taylor’s PHP to dance instruction and is ... synchroDepartment has officially come on board. nized, it is generally acceptable,” FincanThe department recently approved a non said.
Dean of Student Development Skip
structure and curriculum for student-led
Zumba classes, embracing an exercise Trudeau confirmed that the issue was not
trend already spreading among Taylor raised as a concern. Additionally, Stafford
limits her classes to female participants,
women.
Freshman Joni Stafford began teaching to make everyone most comfortable learnZumba — a form of exercise incorporat- ing the dances.
A typical hour-long workout alternates
ing Latin-based aerobic dance — at Taylor over J-Term. She became a certified high- and low-intensity songs and incorZumba instructor nearly a year ago after porates strength training as well as aeroshe completed training through Purdue bic exercise.
“That’s the great thing about Zumba,”
University.
Her wingmates began inviting their Stafford said. “It’s so different from any
friends, popularity spread and in the other kind of exercise, and it’s nice to have
weeks preceding spring break, Stafford so much variety. It keeps you from getting
approached the PHP Department about bored.”
Fincannon said the PHP department is
making Zumba an official class.
The process, PHP Department Dean excited to see students taking initiative
Angie Fincannon explained, involved leading the classes.
“We ... encourage students to find a form
reviewing course content to be sure the

Attorney
calls
Christians
to engage
in ethics
Speaker introduces Honor Guild’s theme of ethics
By Hannah Warstler
Staff Writer
Former attorney Clarke Forsythe gave
the introductory lecture to the Taylor
Honors Guild’s series on ethics on Tuesday, speaking on the topic of ethics and
the Christian’s role in the public sphere.
Forsythe, who received his justice
degree from Valparaiso University, served
as an attorney for 25 years and gave his
testimony before the U.S. Congress and in
federal and state courts. He is the senior
counsel of Americans United for Life, a
national pro-life organization, and served
as president of the organization for 10
years. A prominent voice in the area of
bioethics, Forsythe is also the father of
senior Elena Forsythe.
“I think that there’s a critical need today
for Christians to be in the public square,
making public arguments persuasively
on the compelling issues of our time,” Forsythe said.
However, arguing from the creeds of

faith or biblical authority is ineffective
— and sometimes detrimental — when
presenting an argument to secular audiences.
“My talk tonight is really about effective communication more than it is about
diversity or relativism. ... Democracy
rests upon consent of the governed and
that means that democracy is first of all
governed by persuasion and deliberation,”
Forsythe said.
Arguments based on commonly accepted
authorities and moral values, Kantian
principles and, especially, utilitarian
arguments best persuade secular audiences. These arguments take into consideration the demographics of the audience,
utilizing premises and reasoning that the
audience finds relevant.
During his lecture, Forsythe also
emphasized the value of prudence.
“I think part of the answer to the frustration Christians face regarding politics
is to restore the classical virtue of prudence,” he said.
Prudence, or practical wisdom, develops reasonable expectations for what the
legal system can, and should, address. As
exemplified by such Old Testament heroes
as Daniel and Mordecai, prudence gives
Christians the ability to act effectively
within the political system without compromising their values or alienating themselves from their secular colleagues.
Sophomore Jess Larson said she felt
encouraged by the practical advice Forsythe offered.
“I tend to be discouraged and overwhelmed by the multitude of political
issues that we face everyday in American
society,” Larson said. “His lecture gave me
hope for my role in politics as a college
student.”
Sophomore Cassie Vaflor noted, “During

of activity that appeals to them personally,” Fincannon said. “From running, biking, aerobic conditioning, to pilates and
zumba, students will find opportunities.”
“A lot of the girls tell me how much fun
they have, and I like to give back to the
students in that sense,” Stafford said. “I
know a lot of people are not keen about
going to the gym or running, and it’s a fun
way to get people active.”
Freshman Katie Blum began attending Stafford’s classes over J-Term, and
was happy to promote Zumba among her
friends.
“I enjoy Zumba just because it is a great
time to laugh and connect with other girls
as you go out of your comfort zone,” Blum
said. “Joni is so confident that she doesn’t
make it awkward at all. It builds everyone
up who goes to the class.”
Stafford is intentional about making
newcomers comfortable.
“Some people are intimidated because
they’re not good dancers or not the
most coordinated, but it doesn’t matter,”
Stafford said. “As long as you’re moving
and having fun, you’re getting a good work
out. Don’t be intimidated; everyone’s new
at it sometime.”
Classes are held in the KSAC aerobics
room at 7 p.m. Tuesdays through Thursdays.

this time in our lives, we have the freedom
and resources to gain an understanding of
political issues.”
She mentioned the massive array of
publication subscriptions in the library
and expertise of Taylor faculty.
“Now is a time of preparation before
involving ourselves in politics — whether
that be acting through organizations, as
government representatives or as citizens,” she said. “We need to be disciplined
enough to find out what the issues of
the week are — not just in the U.S., but
around the world.”
Provost Steve Bedi, who also attended
the lecture, was pleased by both the
ample student turnout and the lecture’s
content.
“I think his message aligns exactly with
what our desire is for Taylor students,
and hearing firsthand from one who is
involved in the public square added credibility to the premise. I’m looking forward
to reading my signed copy of his book,” he
said, referring to Forsythe’s “Politics for
the Greatest Good: The Case for Prudence
in the Public Square.”
The lecture introduced next year’s
theme of ethics for the Honors Guild.
“A goal of the Honors Guild is to facilitate dialogue, and one of the key spheres
we want to do that in is ethics,” said Dr.
Scott Moeschberger, associate dean and
director of the Honors Guild. “Ethics runs
across the curriculum, so it’s critical for
all of us to understand. We, as believers,
need to be able to articulate and engage
in the dialogue of the important issues in
the public sphere.”
Over the past year, the honors directors
have been redesigning the program to
encourage greater interdisciplinary collaboration, global literacy and scholarly
research.
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Friday
Chapel - Mr. Skye Jethani
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.
National Student Leadership Conference

saturday
National Student Leadership Conference

sunday
National Student Leadership Conference
Senior euphonium recital: Daniel Moore
Recital Hall
3 p.m.
Vespers
Rediger Auditorium
7 p.m.

Monday
Chapel - Dr. Eugene Habecker
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

Tuesday
Men’s Ministry: S.M.U.R.F.S.
Stuart Room
7 p.m.

Wednesday
Chapel - Senior Share
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.
Lighthouse informational meeting
MMVA 002
8:15 p.m.

Thursday
Faculty Recital: Julie Barber, soprano and Christina Whitlock, piano
Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.
MOSAIC (sponsored by MESA)
Rediger Auditorium
8:15 p.m.
Lighthouse informational meeting
MMVA 002
9 p.m.
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Russian and U.S. presidents
hope Nuclear Reduction
Treaty convinces others
by Hannah Beers
Staff Writer

U

U.S. peace
with Middle
East hinges
on Israel
and Palestine
by Mandolyn Hecox
Staff Writer
Rising tensions in the Middle East remained
unresolved this week, with Tuesday’s Nuclear
Security Summit in Washington disappointing
those interested in peace for the region.
At the end of the summit, President Barack
Obama spoke on the lack of progress between
Israel and Palestine, and the United States’
increasing frustration with the situation.
According to the Associated Press, Obama
acknowledged that the United States cannot
force Israel and Palestine to negotiate, adding that both nations “may say to themselves,
‘We are not prepared to resolve these issues no
matter how much pressure the United States
brings to bear.’”
While the idea of a Middle East peace facilitated by the United States has been on the
agenda of American presidents for decades, the

actualization of such peace is yet to be seen.
Obama said a Middle East deal may not be
achieved “even if we are applying all of our political capital,” but reassured those at the press
conference that peace remains a high priority.
Israeli-Palestinian talks ended over a year
ago, and though the Obama administration is
currently pressuring for new U.S.-facilitated
talks, the administration has been unsuccessful
in gaining the cooperation of either side.
When Obama first assumed the presidency,
he demanded a full freeze on settlement growth,
even for the sake of population growth. The
demand prompted months of unease between
Israel and the U.S., and many experts considered it impractical. Obama eventually settled
for a limited and temporary freeze, and Palestine saw the settlement as evidence of U.S.
bias and since then has rejected invitations for
direct talks.
Relations between the U.S. and Israel have
become increasingly chilly recently, particularly
over the Israeli housing debate. It was during
Vice President Joe Biden’s visit to Israel last
month that Israel announced the construction
of 1,600 housing units in the West Bank and
East Jerusalem. Within hours of learning of the
announcement, Biden issued a strongly worded
statement against Israel’s decision.
“I condemn the decision by the government
of Israel to advance planning for new housing

units in East Jerusalem,” Biden said. “ ... We
must build an atmosphere to support negotiations, not complicate them.”
While officials in the U.S. viewed the
announcement as an insult, Israeli leaders continue to strongly defend both their construction
efforts and their commitment to finding a solu-

“I condemn the decision by the
government of Israel to advance planning for new housing units in East Jerusalem,”
Biden said.

tion. “There are things we agree on, things we
don’t agree on, things we are closing the gap on,”
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
said during talks in Washington this week. “We
are making an effort.”
The announcement of Israel’s planned con-

President yields to demands
Kyrgyzstan- After the violence and
protests from last week, Kyrgyzstan’s president, Kurmanbek Bakiyev,
has stated that he is willing to
relinquish his power. In return, the
president has asked for a guarantee
of both his and his family’s safety.
He also requested that the wandering armed groups are removed from
the streets and that the redistribution of property stops. The interim
leadership group has not responded
yet.
Great Barrier Reef damaged
Australia- A Chinese bulk carrier ran
aground in Queensland, Australia.
The crash caused extensive damage
to that section of the Great Barrier
Reef. The damage stretches for over
1 km, or 0.6 miles. Because the ship
ran aground in a no-go zone, the
Australian government has the right
to prosecute.
Polish first couple killed
Poland- A plane crash on Saturday
killed Polish President Lech Kaczynski and First Lady Maria Kaczynski

“The president is reevaluating the tactics
his administration
is employing toward
Israel and the entire
Middle East.”

Photo by Doug Mills, New York Times

nited States President Barack Obama and
Russian President Dmitry Medvedev signed
the New Start nuclear arms reduction treaty
in Prague last week. The agreement arrives
on a tide of nuclear arms discussions that include
bilateral meetings in Washington, D.C., the U.S.
Nuclear Posture Review and an upcoming nonproliferation treaty conference.
The New Start Treaty replaces the 1991 Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) proposed by
Ronald Reagan. According to the BBC, the New
Start pact will allow each country to retain 1550
warheads, and 700 deployed warheads. The deal
lowers the limit by a third of what START permitted; nevertheless, cuts are relatively modest,
for they disregard stored warheads and allow a
loophole in counting deployed ones.
Nevertheless, says the BBC, the agreement will
build confidence between Russia and the United
States and pressure other countries to reduce their
nuclear stockpiles. The treaty also includes better
verification methods that will allow better monitor- President Dmitri A. Medvedev and President Obama of Russia sign the new arms treaty.
ing of disarmament progress.
Many bilateral meetings in conjunction with the
“Our relationship had started to drift, making it summit hosted by the United States since the end
difficult to cooperate on issues of common interest of World War II. Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu summit included discussion about future economic
to our people,” Obama said in a public address. declined to attend but did send a delegation headed sanctions against Iran. Obama pressed Chinese
“Together we have stopped the drift, and proven by Israel’s Deputy Prime Minister. Neither North Leader Hu Jintao for support on the issue, but
the benefits of cooperation. Today is an important Korea nor Iran were invited due to the disputes China remains opposed to additional sanctions.
Prior to these international meetings, the United
over their nuclear programs.
milestone for nuclear security
BBC correspondent Jona- States released its Nuclear Posture Review. Accordand non-proliferation, and for
than Marcus reported that ing to CNN, the key development within is the vow
U.S. Russia relations.”
participating countries have that the United States “will not use its existing
The effort to arrange a new
“Together we have stopped the
agreed to secure all vulner- arsenal to attack nonnuclear states that are in
deal hit bumpy ground when
drift, and proven the benefits
able nuclear material within compliance with nonproliferation agreements.”
disagreements arose over
four years, an attempt to Some Republicans expressed displeasure at the
American plans for a missileof cooperation. Today is an
prevent it from passing into restrictions Obama put upon the United States.
defense shield in Eastern
important milestone for nuclear
enemy hands–especially non- Republican Sen. Alexander, R-Tenn., commented to
Europe, reported CNN. The
security and non-proliferation,
state actors such as al-Qaeda. Fox News, “It takes away the ambiguity about our
final treaty deals only with
The nations also conceded to use of nuclear power. Ambiguity in foreign policy
offensive weapons systems
and for U.S. Russia relations.”
give more resources to the is sometimes very useful.”
and Russia reserves its right
The New Start Treaty and the agreements of
International Atomic Energy
to withdrawal if a future U.S.
Agency to fund its work. the UN summit may indicate the sentiments of
missile defense-shield weakOther advancements include many countries’ administration, but whether they
ens its own security.
Although signed by both heads of state, the New Ukraine’s pledge to get rid of its entire stock of commit to following through on these agreements
Start Treaty must be ratified by the U.S. Senate highly-enriched uranium and the Russo-American will indicate the actuality of a trend toward global
and the Russian Duma to go into effect. The Senate agreement to dispose of quantities of their weap- nuclear disarmament.
The increased focus on nuclear arms issues will
ons-grade plutonium.
is expected to vote by the end of the year.
“Hovering in the air over this summit was peak at the review of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
This week, the United Nations held a two-day
nuclear security summit in the capitol. This meet- another issue–the future of Iran’s nuclear pro- Treaty, which is to take place in New York next month.

ing of 47 nations’ representatives was the largest gram,” reported Marcus.

-Robert Wexler, a former Democratic congressman talked about
the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.

On This Day
in History
1175 - Holy Roman Emperor Frederick
I signed the Treaty of Montebello with
the Lombard League.
1862 - In the U.S., slavery was abolished by law in the District of Columbia.
1912 - Harriet Quimby became the
first woman to fly across the English
Channel.
1947 - The Zoomar lens, invented by
Dr. Frank Back, was demonstrated in
New York City. It was the first lens to
exhibit zooming effects.
1962 - Walter Cronkite began anchoring “The CBS Evening News.
on-this-day.com

struction stalled the planned indirect talks
between the two sides. While President Obama
had hoped earlier for direct talks to resume, it
is now questionable if even indirect talks will
take place, with each side claiming the other is
delaying talks.
It was also on Tuesday that Israel placed its
citizens in Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula on urgent
alert, asking them to leave the area due to the
threat of kidnapping.
According to the Associated Press, Israeli
Brig. Gen. Nitzan Nuriel referenced “concrete
evidence” of impending abductions of Israelis in
the area, adding that “it is very possible that at
this moment, there is a terror cell that has the
intention and has a plan in operation to kidnap
an Israeli and bring him to Gaza.”
Nuriel highlighted the Red Sea coast as a
potential kidnapping spot for the around 1,200
currently in Sinai.
“Sinai is a big place,” he said, “and it is not
impossible to kidnap an Israeli from one of the
beaches in the present circumstances.”
Although Israel has a long-standing travel
advisory instructing Israelis to stay away from
the area due to the potential terror threat, many
citizens choose to visit Sinai’s resorts during
vacation. Israel maintained possession of Sinai
at one time, beginning with the 1967 war, but
returned the land to Egypt in 1982 as part of a
peace treaty.

along with 94 others. The bodies
arrived in Moscow and the couple
will be buried on Sunday. A memorial service will be held on Saturday.
Parliament held a session in honor
of those killed in the crash.
Israeli-Palestinian clashes continue
Gaza Strip- The Israeli army attacked a group of Palestinians who
were laying explosives near Gaza’s
perimeter. The clash occured near
the Kissufim border crossing in
central Gaza. There were at least two
Palestinians killed and three hurt in
the attack.
Bombing kills 73
Pakistan- An army jet bombed a
remote Pakistani village on Saturday. At least 73 civilians were killed
in the attack. A military spokesman
said those killed in the attack were
targeted because of information
that militants were at the site.
Red Cross members kidnapped
D.R. of the Congo- An armed group
known as the Mai Mai Yakutumba
kidnapped eight members of the

Red Cross on Tuesday. Seven of
the workers were Congolese and
one was Swiss. Their families have
been notified and the Red Cross is
attempting negotiations.
Earthquake devastates small county
China- A 7.1 earthquake hit Yushu
county on Thursday. More than 300
people were missing, 9,110 were
injured and 617 were killed. Members of the military, Buddhist monks
and residents of the county are
helping to clear debris and search
for survivors.
Acalpulco shooting
Mexico- Wednesday’s shooting on
a hotel-lined street in Acapulco left
six people dead. Five other people
were wounded. The gun casings left
behind cause authorities to believe
that the shooting involved a group
of drug hit-men.
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Senior graphic
design show
identifies with
professionalism
Last Friday, senior graphic
design majors showed off
four years of hard work
BY LIZ GOLDSMITH
Copy Editor

Photo by Luke Shuman

F

Identifying Identities Visitors mingle between tables hosting the seniors’
graphic art portfolios, filled with years of work and talent.

riday’s senior graphic design show, Identify, was supposed to be a big deal ... but just how big didn’t sink
in until an hour passed and the crowd wasn’t getting
any smaller. And it wasn’t just because of the ice
cream.
There were 14 tables lining the sides of the Metcalf Gallery, featuring the graphic design portfolios of 14 seniors,
in addition to their business cards, résumés and, in some
cases, guest books. It was the real deal.
These students began working on their portfolios as
freshmen, accumulating a wide variety of design work.
Last semester, they began preparing for the show, taking
charge of everything from advertising to food to the layout
of the gallery:
Large white letters hanging from the ceiling to spell out
“IDENTIFY.” Business cards encased in Plexiglas blocks
stacked almost six feet high. Black tablecloths.
Junior John Taylor was surprised by how much of the
portfolios he’d already seen in the form of posters around
campus. Freshman Megan Kiel was impressed by each
portfolio’s wide variety of designs. Junior Jen Nace liked
seeing each artist’s individual style and personality.
Book and CD cover designs, company advertisements,
wedding invitations and posters for Taylor events and theatrical productions were among the more prevalent designs.

The graphic designers often started with the same direction for a project – say, a new design for the cover of Madeleine L’Engle’s “A Wrinkle in Time,” or ads for Lowery’s
Candies or the fictional Birch’s Matches – but ended up
with very different designs.
Some of the designs, though, were harder to categorize,
such as Carley Lee’s guitar pick gift card design and Beck
Joslin’s academic department logos for the Taylor Web
site.
The business cards and résumés were works of art in
themselves. Some of the designers also had extras to complement their portfolios, such as Lee’s mini photo albums.
Of course, when you’re at an event of and by graphic
designers, those extra touches are givens.
The in-their-own-words fill-in-the-blank bios for each of
the featured seniors focused on identifying them as designers, but left room for some random facts.
Did you know that Kevin Coté likes croquet, Andy Miller
is a semi-professional trivia player and Katherine Gration
is a cat enthusiast? If you went to the art show (or are
reading this article), you know now!
It took a good 45 minutes to get through the entire gallery.
The gallery was crowded and so was the hallway outside,
where the Coldstone ice cream was being served and freshman music composition major Greg Williams was providing the night’s audio entertainment with his keyboard
playing.
The crowd started to thin out around 9 or 9:30, which
only meant that there were closer to 100 people there than
two or three times that.
Some of the designers’ family members were among the
crowd, one even coming from California just for the art
show.
Taylor alum Neville Kiser, designer Destry Kiser’s brother,
took a red eye flight from Pasadena, Calif. It was worth
coming back for, he said, and he was excited to see how the
graphic design program had taken off since he’d graduated.
Beth Baker, mother of designer Drew Baker, was as
impressed with the turn-out as with the art itself.
“I work at another college,” she said, “and an event like
this wouldn’t get as much support [there].”
The portfolios are still in the gallery for those who missed
the show, or who want to see them again in a crowd-free
setting.

TOWN HALL MEETING DISCUSSES
CHRISTIAN RESPONSE TO WAR
BY ADRIENNE CHAUDOIN
Life & Times Co-Editor

T

uesday evening, TSO held a “town hall
meeting” with a panel to discuss the issue
of “just war.” The panelists were Dr. Nabil
Haj, Dr. Kevin Diller, the Rev. James Warnock and his son David, and senior Britani Nestel.
The discussion started with the panelists
introducing themselves and explaining why
they had authority on the subject. Haj, senior
Mark Alhajj’s father, does work in the Middle
East. Warnock is the priest for Gethsemane
Episcopal Church in Marion, and his son, David,
recently came back from his second tour in Iraq.
Diller jokingly claimed he didn’t know why he
was chosen to be on the panel, but he is a selfproclaimed pacifist, as is Nestel, whose brother
recently returned from serving in Iraq.
The purpose of the panel was to get a wide
variety of opinions on the ethics of war. The panelists were asked when they think the response
of war is appropriate. Warnock started the dis-

cussion by reading a list of reasons why the
United States engages in war, such as a high
probability of success and a last resort. From
the pacifist end, Diller asked if war motivated
anyone to have sacrificial love for his or her
enemies in a war. Warnock responded that in his
time in Iraq, he could not love his enemies.
Other topics discussed throughout the panel
were the different views on war between the Old
and New Testaments, if God uses war for judgment and what the balance should be between
patriotism and faith.
After an hour of discussion lead by Jess
Cuthbert, coordinator of on-campus recruitment, questions were opened to the audience.
The opposing sides between war theorists and
pacifists also asked questions of each other.
“There was healthy tension in the discussion, which is what makes any good discussion
go somewhere,” senior Caleb Barrows said. “It
wasn’t just ‘here is this theory and this counterpoint,’ but the panel hit home on what is
happening in Iraq, making the whole thing more
real and not just another intellectual banter-

ing point.”
The issue most students left discussing or
thinking about was what Jesus’ views on war
would be. Panelist Britani Nestel says our allegiance should be first to Jesus, and then government.
“I wanted to hear more about the contradiction
between Christ’s model of nonviolence/reconciliation and just-war theory,” senior Mary K Smith
said. “If we advocate for just war as Christians,
we need to be prepared to give an answer for the
way that fits into our faith construct.”
Staying true to the purpose of the town hall
meeting, the panel gave new perspectives and
points of view without the agenda of finding a
clear winner.
“The panel helped move the topic out of the
clouds of abstract responses and into thinking
about what is actually happening and what our
response should be,” Barrows said.
Smith agrees: “I’m glad we have broached the
conversation. I just hope we don’t stop talking
about it.”

“It wasn’t just ‘here is
this theory and this
counterpoint,’ but
the panel hit home
on what is happening in Iraq, making
the whole thing more
real and not just
another intellectual
bantering point.”
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A Slow Death
BY ADAM GOLDER
Contributor

T

hey ate together in silence. Dinner was
spread out before them, most of it left
untouched and grown cold. A dish of boiled
vegetables, a wedge of Camembert, a cheap
bottle of Pinot Noir: Characters isolated, framed
subjects in still-life. Behind them the kitchen
slumbered in anesthesia; bowls and cooking
utensils scattered across the cutting board, the
counter, used silverware growing crusty, pots
gutted and neglected, reposing in quiet acquiescence. Beneath them a
faded carpet covered
only a small portion of
the apartment floor, the
threads having long
since grown frayed and
thin. On a street somewhere outside the building an accordion played
in whispered tones,
unaccompanied, muted
by the low hum of traffic.
She wrung her hands
slowly and looked at
him sitting across the
table, apart from her.
Fork and knife scraped
against his plate as he
separated meat from
bone, flesh from flesh,
making the routine surgeries. Occasionally he
paused and took a sip of
wine, swished it around,
spit it out, resumed. Her
eyes shifted down to her
own plate, to the glass
of wine. It had adopted
a soft, crimson hue, ethereal and unattached to
the moment. The deep, old red seemed somehow
thicker, and heavier. The reverie lasted for a few
minutes until she broke the silence.
“So. How was your day?” she asked.
“Fine.”
“What? I did not hear you. I cannot hear you if
you are mumbling.”
“I said it was fine. Did you hear that?”
Her thoughts were her own for some minutes.
“I finished cleaning early at the Durand estate
today,” she said. “I was just about to leave when
Mrs. Durand said she wanted to speak with me.

Speak with me about what, I said to myself, she
does not usually say one word to me. She is too
busy with other things. You know how those rich
people are.”
He grunted.
“But today, she spoke with me. She said that
they were no longer in need of my services, and
that this was to be the last month of my employment. She said that she was sorry. I said nothing.
What was there to say? I will not be able to find
another job. There are no jobs. What are we going
to do? I do not know where to start looking for
another job, especially since ... darling?”
“What?”
“You are not listening, darling.”
“Of course I am listening.”
“What did I just say?
Tell me what I just
said.”
“You just said that I
was not listening.”
“Before that.”
He sighed. “I do not
know.” He took a sip of
wine. She looked away
for a moment and shifted
her eyes back to him
sitting there. He was
finished, the dissected
shreds of meat abandoned in disarray on his
plate. He coughed.
“Are you finished? I
can take your plate for
you. Here.” She started
to get up.
“No, just leave it. I am
fine.” He took another
sip. The wine shimmered
in the candle light.
“Is something wrong?”
she said.
“Nothing is wrong.”
“A r e y o u s u r e ? I t
seems like something is
wrong. You did not even finish the meat.”
“Nothing is wrong. I am only tired.”
“You are tired.” She folded her hands.
“Yes, I am tired. I am tired of everything. All
of it.”
“All of it?”
“All of it.”
“Are you tired of me? That is part of it. I am
part of all of it.” She stared at him, unblinking.
“I do not know. I cannot say. How can I say? No.
I am tired. I cannot think in this way.”
“Are you tired of me? Do not answer that.” She
paused. “Tell me why you are tired. I have a right
to know. I do not want to sit here and watch you

“They ate together in
silence. Dinner was
spread out before them,
most of it left untouched
and grown cold. A dish
of boiled vegetables, a
wedge of Camembert, a
cheap bottle of Pinot
Noir: Characters isolated, framed subjects in
still-life.”

be tired, maybe of me, and maybe of other things.
I think I have a right to know.”
“Darling, I cannot say. I need to smoke. Do you
want to smoke?”
Outside on the balcony they sat overlooking
the dusk and the city was covered by a blanket
of soupy haze, casting a dull grey pallor. The
woven wicker chairs underneath them winced
and creaked with the weight. She sat while he
huffed on his cigarette and the gray wisps snaked
upwards and dissipated into the air.
“I went to visit the LeBlancs this week, as
usual,” she said.
“Oh.” He took another deep pull on his cigarette.
“I was speaking with Mrs. LeBlanc. She is a
troubled woman these
days, there is no doubt
about this. Her daughter, Renée, she has fallen
in love with a young
man. But it is not all as
beautiful as you might
think. The young man,
he is cheating on her. It
is terrible.”
“It is not so terrible,”
he considered.
“Of course it is terrible! The boy has broken
her heart.”
“Everyone does these
things. It is not uncommon. She will forget
about the boy eventually.”
“How can you say
something like this? She
loves him. Renée would
never do such a thing to
him.”
“Maybe.” He leaned
back in his chair and
squinted at her. She
looked away.
“It has been weeks since we went visiting
together. Our friends, they have begun to ask
questions. I do not know what to tell them. He
is working, I tell them. Who is working at these
hours, they ask. He is a busy man, I tell them.
Bartending is very busy work. Many people
want to get drunk late at night. They do not
want to remember their problems all the time,
so they must find a way to escape their problems.
It is very busy. This is what I tell them.” She
stopped.
“You are right,” he said. “It is very busy. I cannot always be here to waste time going to visit
people and have conversations about nothing. I

have to pay the rent. And you can imagine how
tired I am after work. You see? That is why I am
tired. I need another smoke.” He tossed the used
stub over the balcony railing and lit up another
one.
“We haven’t paid the rent in months,” she
whispered.
He said nothing. The darkening night air was
dead, like a thick carpet damp with moisture,
hanging heavily over their heads.
“Darling?”
“What is it?” This time he stopped and looked
at her, expectant.
“Where were you last night?”
“I was working.”
“You worked the entire night? I waited for you.
I made dinner. You said
you would come home
this time.”
“I am sorry. I was
asked to stay. There are
many customers. I cannot refuse my employer
when he asks me to stay.
There is nothing I can do
for it.”
She thought to herself
for some time before she
spoke again.
“We are old,” she said.
“We are not that old.”
“No. I do not mean it
like that. I mean old, like
rotten fruit.”
“What is that supposed to mean? Rotten
fruit? Now you are really
being ridiculous.”
“See? That is what I
mean.”
“How is that what
you mean? I am not old.
You are not old. We are
young, compared to some
people.”
“That is not what I mean.”
“Then what do you mean?” This time he faced
her, staring her down. His cigarette held suspended in midair, the ashes flaking and falling
down like leaves from a tree in the autumn, like
burned dead leaves; the dull red glow slowly fading into the blackness of the night around them,
the choking smoke dissipating into the air.
She did not answer him. She stood up and
lingered there a moment, looking out into the
night, out into the interminable blackness, and
then she slowly turned to walk away, closing the
balcony door softly behind her.

“‘We are old,’ she said.
‘We are not that old.’ ‘No.
I do not mean it like
that. I mean old, like
rotten fruit.’”

YO, ADRIENNE!
(And Alissa)
Yo, Adrienne!
Since it’s getting warmer, I’m
getting out my summer shoes.
But summer shoes aren’t
always conducive for wearing
socks, and I’m afraid to take
them off in company of
women because they smell
bad. What should I do?
-Smelly Shoes

Phantom
Vibration
Syndrome
BY LINDSAY HAWKINS
Contributor

A

wave of excitement rises in your chest as
your phone just signaled an incoming message. You think to yourself, “I wonder if
that cute boy from class is finally texting
me?” You anxiously reach into your pocket, ready
to see who loves you, and to your incredible disappointment, you see no message.
You check your inbox, just to be sure, but it
affirms your suspicion that you have, in fact,
received no message. To ease the fear rising in
your stomach, this is perfectly normal. In fact,
this is a phenomenon experienced by texters
all around the world: Phantom Vibration Syndrome.
You ask yourself, who is susceptible to this?
What are the symptoms? What causes Phantom Vibration? Let’s put your mind at ease …
Phantom Vibration is a common problem, stemming from a desire deep down within us to be
constantly sent clever one-liners, affirming our
existence.
Symptoms include frequently checking your
cell phone, thinking your cell phone has gone
off every time someone else’s does, and, obviously, feeling your phone vibrate when it did not.
More serious symptoms include dreaming about
receiving text messages and feeling naked whenever you leave your room without your phone.
Sometimes, a person can experience “phantom
vibrations” multiple times a day! (Note: if you
experience symptoms more than 20 times a day,
you may need to seek medical attention).
The issue is a serious one - Why are we more
comfortable sending and receiving text messages
than actually speaking to a human being? Many
have felt uncomfortable calling and talking to
their closest of friends on the phone. Is this due
to a lack of confidence in communication skills,

or a laziness of wanting to say a maximum of
60 characters?
To treat the formerly listed symptoms, and
to all of you who experience phantom vibration, try texting less, and talking to humans
more.
“It’s strange to me,” said junior James
Taylor,”even my mom has started to text me
instead of calling. Although I think she simply
enjoys being ‘hip’ and a part of the technological world, nothing takes the place of hearing
her reaffirming mom voice.”
And guys, a side antidote for you: Just call
her! Texting is the first
sign of a man with
no confidence (no
offense). Try calling — you can even
practice beforehand
with a friend. And
she may be more
inclined to say
“yes” if she knows
you went through
t he trouble of
working up the
courage to actually call her.
Freshman
Haley Whiteside
agrees. “I prefer
hearing a man’s
voice when he asks
me out on a date, as
opposed to reading
some wimpy text.”
Next time you pick
up the phone to text, try
using your vocal cords
instead. Until then,
whenever you check
your phone only to find a
blank screen, you’ll know
that the phantom struck
yet again.
Note to reader: Phantom Vibration Syndrome
is not a real condition and
you do not need to seek
medical attention.

EDITORS’ TRAVELS
Segwaying
Around Campus

beach. Thus we had quite an
audience to witness the scene
of my nearly toppling over.
A word of warning: If you
April 14 marks the day of
first lady Marylou Habecker’s exceed the 11 mph limit, by,
birthday. It also marks the say, riding down a steep hill,
day that my co-editor, Adri- the Segway turns into an
enne, and I rode her Segway angry robot of sorts.
If you avoid that mistake,
around campus.
It was relatively easy to get riding a Segway makes you
the chance to do: We simply feel powerfully futuristic,
e-mailed President’s Office gliding aross a sidewalk mere
Secretary Tammi Maloney, mortals have to walk on.
A naysaying passerby asked,
requesting to use the Segways
sometime. She got back to us “Do you feel yourself getting
quickly with a schedule open- fatter and lazier the longer
ing the very next day. (The you ride that thing?”
While the answer may have
only requirement is that one of
the Habeckers must be home been a “yes,” the experience
was extremely enjoyable and
to give a safety tutorial).
Our tutorial was given by highly recommended.
the birthday girl herself, who
showed us the proper way to
mount the Segway as well as Next stop:
accelerate, stop and steer.
I-69 Speedway, 7:30 pm
“See! These things can turn
on a dime!” she exclaimed.
Soon enough, we were off
spinning around campus.
Unfortunately, one of the two
Habecker Segways was out of
commission, so my co-editor
and I took turns riding while
the other lagged behind on
foot.
The weather was perfect for
such an activity, which meant
it was also a perfect day for
professors to take their classes
outside for lecture and for
ladies to sunbathe on Olson

SUMMER JOBS

Paid internships
Volunteering at a zoo
Selling lemonade in your yard
Anything on a golf course
Street performer
Overnight camp counselor
Waitressing (girls)
International Au Pair

Being a temp
Hollister/Abercrombie employee
Staying at inside watching TV
Dishwashing
Day camp counselor
Taylor groundskeeping
Waiting (guys)
Babysitting

Comic illustrated by Jack Galbraith & Justin Rutzen

Dear Smelly Shoes,
,
Let me let you in on a really
big secret about girls. We
have the exact same problem,
and probably much worse.
You know those shoes that
girls refer to as “flats”? We
can’t wear socks with those,
and the average girl owns
about 10 pairs. Therefore,
everything in a girl’s closet
has a smell that slightly

resembles Fritos corn chips.
Most likely, if you’re with
mixed company in the
summer, girls and guys alike
are going to be afraid to take
their shoes off. Here’s what I
suggest: Pick a room, preferably a room of someone who
is out for the evening, and
have everyone pile their
shoes in there, and close the
door. That way, you will all
happily and non-awkwardly
joke about smelly summer
shoes, and it’s a quick and
easy way to play a prank on
someone who chose not to
hang out with you.

Answering your
questions one
round at a time.
echo.lifeandtimes@
gmail.com

Are you this person? Write to us at echo.lifeandtimes@gmail.com and we’ll connect you. If you have an
encounter of your own, one of your friend’s, or a made
up one, let us know the date, location, and a brief recap
of the encounter so we can post it in next week’s Echo
as a comic strip.
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HOLLYWOOD’S SEQUEL FETISH
Raise your hand if you love all the movie original project that might not make any ward to this summer (“Toy Story 3,” “Iron
sequels played in theaters the past few money back if you have a successful film Man 2,” “Harry Potter 7.1”), we also have
just begging to be franchised and nearly disasters waiting to happen (“Shrek Forever
years.
guaranteeing a profit? Depending on how After,” “Sex and the City 2,” “Little Fockers”).
Alright, put ‘em down, liars.
Hollywood’s struggle to find a balance much money is predicted, you might not Depending on your taste in film, you may
between success and original material is a even have to worry about quality either; the love or hate the upcoming “Twilight” and
hard-fought battle, leading to more sequels leads could be having a unicorn cook-out on “Chronicles of Narnia” three-quels as well.
What bugs me particularly is when a film
and remakes to films, often outnumber- Mars and the film would still turn a profit.
Not every sequel follows the garbage for- is scheduled for a sequel before the first film
ing the original films
ERIC SKALA in a year. The ratio mula. Fifteen of the top 20 grossing films of even proves worthy of one. “Clash of the
Titans” was written
of sequels to original all time are sequels
CONTRIBUTOR material coming out of
with two more films
of some sort (e.g.
in mind, and Disney
Hollywood and know- “Harry Potter,” “Star
is trying to piece
ing that 90 percent of sequels don’t sport Wars,” “Pirates of the
“The question is not ‘why does
together “Pirates” 4,
the quality of the first iteration should put Caribbean,” “Lord of
Hollywood keep pumping out
5 and 6 (only one of
film buffs out there on high alert for trash the Rings”), and for
which will star Johnny
good reason. These
flying their way.
sequels?’ It’s ‘why do fans keep
Depp. Absolutely brilThe question is not “why does Hollywood films have withstood
letting them get away with it by
liant concept).
keep pumping out sequels?” It’s “why do the test of time, critpaying for them?’”
But since no amount
fans keep letting them get away with it by ics and most imporof whining will slow
paying for them?” Studio execs know that, tantly, the fans, who
the onslaught of subhistorically speaking, sequels nearly always declared these movpar sequels, let’s do
make more money than their predecessors. ies “great” by spendIf a film is liked at all by the public, gen- ing their hard-earned money to see them. our best to enjoy the good stuff and avoid
erally by making $50 million or more with We can’t forget the second greatest movie the bad. If we simply dodge the garbage,
a few thousand tweets, its sequel is imme- ever was a sequel as well (“Terminator 2: maybe Hollywood will start stepping up
its game (“Sherlock Holmes 2”) and stop
diately put on the table because it’s not a Judgment Day”).
But of the top 20 films of the past two dragging its feet (“Spider-Man” remake?
gamble. The sequel’s predecessor will vouch
for it, and fans come running whether the years, 10 of them have been sequels, show- It’s happening).
P.S. We all know that the greatest movie
ing that the recent trend of sequels conmovie has been reviewed well or not.
Just think like a producer for a moment: tinues to grow. The future looks grim as ever was “Jurassic Park.” Don’t even think
Why would you ever pour money into an well. Although we have gems to look for- about arguing that one.
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Successful Sequels
Star Wars a new Hope:
The Empire Strikes Back:
Return of the Jedi:

$1,554,475
$4,910,483
$23,019,618

The Bourne Identity:
The Bourne Supremacy:
The Bourne Ultimatum:

$27,118,640
$52,521,865
$69,283,690

Subpar Sequels
Ocean’s Eleven:
Ocean’s Twelve:
Ocean’s Thirteen:

$38,107,822
$39,153,380
$36,133,403

The Mask:
Son of the Mask:

$23,117,068
$7,511,675

Batman Forever:
Batman and Robin:

$52,784,433
$42,872,605

Reviews

MOVIE

CONCERT

MUSIC

Crazy Heart

Thom Yorke

Congratulations

Jeff Bridges, Maggie Gyllenhaal

Aragon Ballroom, Chicago 4/11/2010

by MGMT

“Crazy Heart” stars Jeff Bridges as Otis “Bad” Blake,
a burnt out country music troubadour who has a penchant for alcohol that has left him in such fiscal ruin
that he’s forced to resume touring and play at small
bars and venues in the southwest United States simply
to earn enough money to survive.
It is during a leg of his whiskeyfueled tour and between bouts of
throwing up behind stage from alcohol poisoning that Blake meets Jean
COLBY
Craddock (Maggie Gyllenhaal), a
SPEAR
young upstart journalist interested
in doing a story on the once-popular
Blake who still has somewhat of a cult following.
After a few late nights of hardcore journalistic
reporting, a tryst develops between the aged Blake
and the young, divorced Craddock. The age disparity
between Blake and Craddock is so great that it left me
feeling as if a violation of the law had been in effect,
and I half expected Blake to remove a set of dentures
before any scenes involving osculation.
Fortunately, it is Bad Blake’s newfound romance
with Craddock and his friendship with her 4-year-old
son Buddy, as well as a bad car accident induced by,
yep you got it, drinking, that encourages Blake to reevaluate the direction of his life and consider writing
new music.
This film strikes a chord with the restless, despondent, alcoholic musician inside all of us, and features
outstanding performances by Bridges and Gyllenhall,
but also Colin Farrell and Robert Duvall as well. The
music-lover in particular will be impressed by the
original soundtrack to the film which features music
performed by Bridges.
I can’t say that this film will elicit any forms of crazed
behavior, but it will certainly pull at the heart.

Gigging with Chili Peppers bassist Flea, producer
Nigel Godrich, and a couple other highly credentialed
pals, Thom Yorke strutted and writhed about Chicago’s
Aragon Ballroom on Sunday with Jagger-like authority,
appeasing 3,000 gloomy fans with songs from his deeply
textured solo release, “Eraser.”
Though the set clocked in at a disappointingly brief 90 minutes, the
band’s energy was concentrated and
relentless, dependent on hypnotic
STEVE
ETHERIDGE grooves and bass so thick it cracked
your back. Flea worked the stage with
methamphetaminic tenacity, bouncing and squirming wherever he felt led, forcing Yorke
into a fugue of unexpected extroversion that he sustained for the show’s duration.
Yet Yorke had clearly started his day with a bowl of
Angst-ios, as the wistful tenor moan of his voice cut
poignantly through even the most animated tempos,
soaking each lyric with startling sincerity, delivering
impossible pleasure through the funky anguish.
Breaking midway through a set that might best be categorized as “post-tribal,” Yorke treated the fair-weather
fans to solo acoustic versions of a few Radiohead classics,
including a particularly intimate rendition of “Airbag.”
He was then rejoined by the band for four more tunes.
In spite of what at times felt like a dull and unengaged
audience, Yorke & Co. delivered in a way that only world
class performers can, making the city of Chicago their
own from the very first chord. And while it definitely
wasn’t a Radiohead show, Yorke’s brilliance was in no
way diminished.

Forget everything you thought you knew about MGMT.
If you come to this album expecting more of the same
fun, catchy tunes like “Kids,” “Electric Feel,” or “Time to
Pretend,” you will leave distraught and confused.
This time around, the band does not even try to produce tracks that could be played on
the radio. While this may turn some
listeners away, the sophomore release
“Congratulations” sounds more like a
THE RURAL cohesive album than just a collection
HIPSTER of singles.
Since their 2007 debut “Oracular
Spectacular,” this mindie (mainstream
indie) band has generated awe-inspiring amounts of hype,
polarizing many music fans.
Their great commercial success, Grammy nomination
and critical acclaim from prestigious publications like
Rolling Stone and NME has earned them a unique place
in the musical realm. They have reached an extremely
wide audience and transcended genres, yet have bred a
formidable coalition of haters, as they have become too
popular to remain “hip” in the more pretentious circles.
Even though they are now signed with a major record
label, no one can accuse MGMT of “selling out” by producing purely “commercial” music – instead, they’ve done the
opposite. At first glance, it seems as if MGMT’s avantgarde approach to this album is just an attempt to be
intentionally weird, but after multiple listens, it appears
as if they are just being themselves — maturing and
embracing the evolution of their sound. The “live fast and
die young” attitude of “Oracular Spectacular” is further
increased on “Congratulations,” clearly inspired by acid
trips and the 1960s drug culture.
The scratch-and-sniff album artwork of a multi-headed
surfing monkey being engulfed by a cat-shaped wave may
seem odd, but strangely enough, I don’t think anything
else could fit.
Fans of psychedelic, mind-altering experiences and
MGMT’s complete first album (not just the singles) owe
themselves a few spins – especially highlights like “It’s
Working,” “Flash Delirium” and title track “Congratulations” – but others may not get it. So turn on, tune in
and drop out.
But really, who cares about this review; just go ask
Justin Rutzen if he likes it.

ATTENTION:
Wondering what all of the CDs at the Dining
Commons were for tonight? The tracks on the
CDs feature the band News From Verona, a member of which is a Taylor graduate. News From
Verona and The Colourful (also features Taylor
students) will be playing at IWU’s Spotted Cow
Music Festival this Saturday. The event is free of
charge. Go and support Taylor musicians.
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The
shame
game
I am a man. I have
principles in regards to
what is immodest or
inappropriate. However, I would like to be
the first to denounce
the presumptuous, yet
campus-wide, notion
Andy
that women are around
Sharkey
to be demonized as preColumnist
carious objects of lust
by an evangelical patriarchy.
While “Beauty Week” accomplished

its simplistic “cover-up” rhetoric, some
men and women are still wondering
why it so closely resembled the Dove
ad campaigns. The panel discussion
was superficial, and propagated rather
than questioned gender roles.
For example, is it coincidence or by
design that most beautiful women
pick equally beautiful men to be their
spouses? At least our “worldly” perceptions would support this. Yet, we
are afraid to acknowledge that we still
retain, in great abundance, shame in
our worldliness?
A man will never answer in public
why weight is a significant factor in
attraction, because the answer is too
embarrassing to profess; conversely, no
woman would agree to be on a panel
where she has to answer honestly
why she feels unsafe around scrawny
men.
These are leading questions about
our sexuality which go largely unan-

7

To illustrate, a woman who dresses
swered on a campus where some
women think girls are raped because to express her individuality in God’s
they were dressing scantily and likeness and beauty might trace her
deserved it. This is a travesty; it’s the figure in tight-fitting jeans or a cockkind of rhetoric that encourages rape tail dress. (After all, she was created to
to go unreported to the appropriate look a certain way, right?) Her intentions are culturschool officials.
ally interpreted
Evangelical
to mean that
subculture’s curshe is out so be
rent definition
“Is it coincidence or by denoticed and feed
and burden of
some deep insepurity is oppressign that most beautiful
etc.
s i v e, b e c a u s e
women pick equally beauti- curity,
But there is
women are supful men to be their spouses?” also the likeliposedly responhood that she
sible for what a
feels good in
man thinks and
that dress and
does with his
thinks fashionable, tight jeans can be
body.
If we concede that women and men an artistic, worshipful self-expression.
are equally beautiful in God’s eyes, If men make it their prerogative and
then the individual, not the socially agenda to have her dress differently
constructed gender, is what answers because they are stumbling at the
sight of said tight jeans or cocktail
to God.

dress, then a woman’s natural beauty
is diminished in order to meet the
irreconcilable demands of men committing the sin of lust.
Do you begin to see how backwards
this all sounds?
Clearly, women are not the ones at
fault or owe anything to Christian
men, who both denounce popular sex
culture and tirelessly try to de-sexualize beauty.
In a society where men cheat on
or leave their spouses, the cultural
perversion of sex isn’t just about lust.
It’s also about the audacity of men to
blame women for their own sexual
idolatry, and then complain that they
can’t go out in public without having to
cover their own eyes or meet someone
new and “better”; it’s the evil pretense,
not immune to evangelical subculture,
that women should be objectified
because their gender was created to
look more beautiful than men.

Taming
the piggy

meet people, and that we should be
humbled any time someone expresses
even the most microbial interest in getting to know us, online or otherwise.
Is it so much of a disturbance to
merely allow someone’s name to
exist on a list — a list, mind you, that
requires zero maintenance and canhile I can’t not bear consequence on anything
s p e a k f o r that comes close to mattering? If you
everyone out answer anything other than no, I insist
there, there’s you pay a visit to your FarmVille and
no disputing that most reap your soul from the pixelated
soil, as Facebook has clearly become
of us have it really,
really good. Our sweet far too influential in your life*.
Plainly, it’s just not worth it. Whether
American lives have
been so thoroughly online or in the real world, the drama,
stuffed with Costco- the trivial contention, the gossip, the
Steve
Etheridge sized blessings that contempt — none of it’s worth it.
I’m literally blushing right now at
they’re falling out our
Opinions
mouths like Pez. We’re my keyboard, so embarrassed at the
Editor
blessed to the point nerve we have as a culture to perpetuwhere the only time ate such paltry conflict, when a child
we can still detect a dies of starvation every six seconds, of
malaria every 30 seconds and of AIDS
blessing is right after we sneeze.
Yet despite all our money, our sup- every minute.
It’s like sometimes
portive friends, our
we’re so simultadiseaselessness, our
neously lucky and
Apple products and
Gap v-necks, we’re still “Apparently we’re cre- selfish and heartless
that we mutate into
magnetically drawn to
ated in God’s image, an entirely different
conflict. Let’s face it:
Life without disorder
but I just don’t think species, something
less than human
is unsettling, so we
I can squint hard
— Homo-McPiggylash out at whatever’s
Piggy-Feral-Wretchannoying, argue for
enough to see it.”
Piggy-Ogre-Piggysport and pursue pasSapiens, we could
sive-aggressiveness in
be classified.
the most aggressively
I’m sure you’ve
active way.
It’s a masochistic condition of our heard countless sermons and diatribes
culture, where contentedness is found to this same effect, but it’s a message
in discontent and we enter a strange that never sinks, never yanks us from
bliss of drama. This is the only reason our uterine macrocosms of Self and
a show called “Gossip Girl” could exist. into stable consciousnesses where it’s
It’s a drama of privilege, one that’s nei- no big deal if catty things are said, negther sensible nor worthwhile, and its ligible injustices are committed, and
effects are toxic. Unfortunately, it’s all strife is distributed a bit more proporgotten much worse since the advent tionately between the rest of the world
and our majestic diva of a nation.
of Facebook.
Apparently we’re created in God’s
Rumors, instead of being spread
through word of mouth, can now be image, but I just don’t think I can
automatically dispersed via the News squint hard enough to see it. We have
Feed, and judgments about someone’s to, have to, have to be better than we
weight can now be made on an album- are.
Here’s an easy way to start: Deterby-album basis, eliminating the need
to be condescending in person. My, how mine, on a scale of one to 10, the seriousness of whatever drama or hostility
the times have changed!
But for all the vicious little ways that exists in your life. Take that number
Facebook has e-enabled our drama, and subtract four. Then transfer the
nothing is more petty, snooty, Laguna equivalent concern of those four seriBeach-y, haughty, uppity, superiority- ousness points towards something that
complex-y, overreactive and disdainful isn’t stupid. Repeat as necessary.
than the act of “unfriending” some* This column’s coming out pretty
one.
Again and again, I hear of people quick and rant-like, and while I detect
essentially giving their friends list a I’m losing some thematic cohesiveness
colonic, clearing out the undesirables here, do me a solid and keep reading.
for the sake of — I don’t know — digital Also, if I’m starting to sound a little
feng shui. The line I hear most often is, preachy, please know that I could out“Why would I want to be friends with drama a good many of you, and thus
someone online if we’re not friends in the preachiness is equally self-directed.

real life?”
An easy answer is that it’s good to

W

Racism in
the mirror

M

y return trip
from the
promised land
of Florida during spring break
brought me through
the not-so-promising
land of Alabama.
Cruising down the
highway, I was suddenly transported in a
Stephen
weird time warp to the
Groves
days of the Civil War.
News
A massive Confederate
Co-Editor
battle flag unfurled in
all its “glory.” The huge
banner commanded my attention to
a sign underneath that explained the
purpose of the flag — “Sons of Confederate Civil War Veterans.” And I
thought racism was dead.
When I came to the Midwest for
college, I would never have said racism is a major problem in America.
Sure, I had heard the occasional
racist joke, but I saw the rare racist
as more of a caricature of a past time

Mother’s
boring
advice
“So, what do you guys
do around here?”
“Uh ...”
The most memorable years of my
pre-pubescent development occurred in
the middle of Ohio, on
a retired farm. When
Thad
it rained, an indentaHarmon
tion in the landscape
Columnist
next to our house
filled with water.
My dog and I would romp around
in the improvised lake, sometimes
choosing to ride a green wagon at top
speed into its murky depths. Afterward, my mother would make hot
chocolate, and I would watch “Spiderman: The Animated Series,” or play
with an inordinately large collection
of dinosaurs, or stare out of the window at the simple motion of rain.
Sometimes I would get restless;
there would be nothing to do. Everything would become old and predictable and ... boring. Once, I shared
this sentiment with my mother.
“Don’t ever use that word.”
“Boring?”

than a reality. In my mind, the racist Stereotyping and integration is a
was a hillbilly who had never heard complicated and involved topic. The
the Civil War was over. It was easy to chronicle of the civil rights movement
judge these people — to label them as is still drying in our history books.
extremists who needed to be brought Living with and loving people of
into the 21st century. They were the another ethnicity and cultural backsupposed “Sons of Confederate Civil ground is a messy subject. It’s anything but simple.
Wa r Ve t e r a n s ”
Ye t t h i s s t i g m a
who spoke with
that surrounds raca drawl, lived in
ism prevents real
a trailer and had
dialogue about it.
a pickup in their
want to be colorfront yard.
“There are racial divisions, We
blind, but when we’re
How things
h av e c h a n g e d . even on this campus. I am not, we just keep it
ashamed of
Now what I see
not comfortable talking inside,
our thoughts. No one
as a racist looks
about them, but I will.” wants to admit they
much more like
stereotype, that they
what I see in the
haven’t always been
mirror.
full of love for others
I’ve realized
of another race.
that before judgSo, let me be the
ing those who fly
the Confederate flag, I need to realize first. I stereotype. I did not make
the evil in my own heart that leads to that racist joke last week, but I sure
did laugh at it. When Obama won the
stereotypes and fear.
As a Christian college student, election, I accounted it to his ethnic
even as a logical person, it is easy heritage. I think the way people of
and necessary to decry racism. Men other ethnicities speak can be funny. I
and women of all races are created think black people like rap music, and
white people like country music.
equally by God.
When I hear the word ghetto, a
Racism is evil. We should be unanihousing project full of other ethnicimous in decrying its evil.
But it’s not as simple as that. ties comes to mind. It’s easier to talk

“Yes. If you ever become bored, it is what do you guys do around here?”
“Uh ...”
because you are boring inside.”
After an initial stint of speechless
Last week, I had the undeniable
pleasure of showing a prospective incredulity, I proceeded to launch into
student from my hometown church a ravenous rant about the nature of
the enthralling social scope of Taylor entertainment and boredom. The following is a more collegiate version of
University.
He had visited Taylor many times what I said:
Boredom, like a host of other notbefore (perhaps 300-400 times, judging by his resolute lack of enthusi- so-appealing moods, is contingent
asm), but had never been introduced upon a comparative contrast. One
to the autonomous, embryonic eco- could not become bored, or caught
in a state of self-imposed lackluster,
system that is Wengatz Hall.
In the interest of honesty, I had if it were not for the awareness of
planned on doing everything in my another state, a state of entertainpower to represent Taylor to this ment, engagement, enjoyment, fulfillment. If boredom
hardened veteran as
is possible, it is only
it has revealed itself
because of an acute
to me: Slowly and
“If you ever become
understanding of
simply.
bored, it is because quite the opposite.
Instead, my honBoredom is a priviored guest was privi- you are boring inside.”
lege. It is a reflection
leged with several
of the possible, even
hours of conversation
expected, fulfillment
and card games with
available to you in
a host of beautiful
women, the awesome spectacle of one life. I find it difficult to imagine a
man shooting a tack into the arm of 13th-century surf complaining to his
another, a ping-pong game against wife about how boring the fields were
one of Taylor’s finest paddle-slingers today, or how simply monotonous and
and a virtual nightcap with Donald incomplete his life has become. He
would have no expectation of anyDraper and the cast of “Mad Men.”
Truly, it was a full evening at Tay- thing else.
Confucius said something to the
lor University.
However, the next morning, my effect of, “wherever you go, there
experienced comrade looked at me you are.” He was right. Boredom is
a bit differently than he had the day a reflection of how you interact with
before. He seemed disillusioned, mel- yourself. It is a privilege.
The prospective didn’t say much
ancholy, even bored. Walking back
from a delectable engorgement of the the rest of the day. I think my mother
DC’s finest lemonade, he asked, “So, would be proud.

to someone who is the same race as
myself. When on a lonely street late
at night, I am more suspicious of
someone if their skin color is different than mine. I do not always love.
(Father, forgive me.)
The problem of racism is such a
blot on the history of the U.S. that
it makes us uncomfortable talking
about it. It’s easy to speak in ideologies and hypotheticals. We can point
the finger at trends or “those people,”

and condemn. But if we do not engage
with it personally, if we do not humble
ourselves to speak the truth, racism
will never become history.
There are racial divisions, even on
this campus. I am not comfortable
talking about them, but I will.
If the problem of racism will ever be
eradicated in America, it must start
with honest dialogue. Take
a hard look in the mirror
and ask, “Am I a racist?”

Mailbox
Send letters to the editor at steve_etheridge@tayloru.
edu by 3 p.m. Wednesday. They should be no longer
than 400 words. Due to volume, we cannot print all
opinions articles that we receive. Please keep your
opinions as concise as possible. The Echo reserves the
right to edit for length and content.
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Baseball topples Indiana Wesleyan

Trojan sports
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IN BRIEF

Sophomore Ryne Otis slides into home to score Taylor’s first run against IWU on Tuesday night. The Trojans won 7-4.
Daniel Morrill
Contributor

T

he Taylor baseball team left Indiana
Wesleyan University with a 7-4 victory
Tuesday.
Taylor committed six errors total,
leading to all four of IWU’s runs being
unearned. IWU also controlled the base
paths in the game, stealing six bases to Taylor’s two.
The Wildcats struck first in the contest,
scoring unearned runs in the second and
third innings off of Trojan starter Jordan
Coffey. Coffey was lifted in the bottom of the
third inning after giving up three hits and
two walks in two and two thirds innings in
favor of junior Zach Vander Laan. Vander
Laan went on to throw six innings giving
up only unearned runs in the seventh and
eighth innings. Vander Laan surrendered
six hits while striking out two and walking
none.
Down 2-0 top of the fifth inning and with
only two hits to their credit, the Trojans

Softball
takes two
from Grace
Eric True
Sports Co-Editor

T

he softball team had two wins as they
took both games in a doubleheader
with Grace College on Tuesday.
The Trojans had fallen on hard times
recently, as their record had fallen to 6-16
and 0-6 in MCC play. However, Taylor was
able to combine strong defense and powerful

finally scratched out their first run. Sophomore Ryne Otis was hit by a pitch to lead off
the inning and reached second when Coffey
singled in the next at bat. Second baseman
Michael Nassar then singled to the right
field corner. Because the ball was almost
caught, Coffey and Otis had to be held at
second and third respectivley, but Nassar
was caught in a run down trying to advance
to second base, which was occupied by Coffey. Nassar was tagged out but Otis was able
to score Taylor’s first run from third during
the run down.
Taylor’s bats heated up in the top of the
seventh. Reigning MCC player of the week
Michael Kraynak led off the inning with a
single. Up next, Otis tapped a soft ground
ball to the third base side of the mound.
IWU’s statrter Jacob Worrell bobbled the
ball and then overthrew first base, allowing
Kraynak to score all the way from first and
tie the game at two on IWU’s only error of
the ballgame.
After a Coffey strikeout, Nassar singled
in Otis from second to give Taylor the lead.

Senior Nate Hillery followed this up with
a single of his own setting up a first and
second one out situation for Derek Kinser.
Kinser then delivered the knockout punch,
clearing the bases with a triple and scoring
himself on a wild throw a few pitches later
to give Taylor a 6-2 lead.
The Trojans threatened again in the
eighth inning, loading the bases with
nobody out, but only came out of the frame
with one run.
Leading 7-4 with two outs in the bottom
of the ninth and after six stellar innings,
Vander Laan was lifted for Brent Kimbro
after a Ben Zachary single. Kimbro immediately got Derek Freds to ground out to
second and pick up the one out save.
Vander Laan picked up his third win of
the season and Taylor improved to 26-9.
Although the game was against IWU,
the three-plus hour contest will not count
toward either team’s conference records
due to MCC scheduling restrictions. Taylor
next plays against Marian University 1 p.m.
tomorrow at home.

offense to notch their first two conference
wins.
“Winning a doubleheader, especially a
conference one, really boosted the team’s
confidence”, said freshmen Sarah Heath.
The first game, a 5-4 win by Taylor, was
highlighted by a couple of strong individual performances. Freshmen pitcher
Holly Tomaszewski notched 10 strikeouts,
including seven over the last four innings.
To go along with the hot pitching, junior
Emily Kramer went 3-4 at the plate with
one RBI.
Game one, however, did not start out in
Taylor’s favor as they fell behind 3-0. The
Trojans were able to rally back and claim a
5-3 lead going into the seventh inning, where
Grace mounted one last rally by scoring an
additional run, but the rally ended with the
final score of 5-4 in favor of Taylor.

The second game was much more of a
statement for the ladies in purple. The Trojans matched a season high of 13 hits in the
10-2 demolition. The highlights included TU
batting around in the third inning and scoring six runs, and scoring an additional four
runs in the fifth to give Taylor the run-rule
advantage and the win.
Heath led the charge for the Trojans as
she went 3-3 from the plate to go along with
3 RBI’s. Sophomore Laura Strode was able
to extend her hitting streak to 10 games by
tallying three hits.
“We can build off of these two wins by
carrying our boosted confidence into our two
other doubleheaders coming up this week,”
Heath said.
The Trojans hope they can build off these
wins as they continue MCC play against St.
Francis at 3 p.m. Tuesday.

Softball (10-16, 4-6)

Baseball (27-9, 10-1)

results
04/09
vs. Marian L,
9-0 L, 12-3
04/13
vs. Grace W,
5-4 W, 10-2
04/15
vs. Saint
Francis W ,
6-2 W, 7-6

results
04/09
at Huntington W, 10-4,
W, 7-0
04/10
vs. Huntington W, 10-0,
L, 8-6
04/13
at Indiana
Wesleyan
W, 7-4
04/15
at Marian W,
8-5 ,W, 7-6

Schedule
04/17
vs. Hanover
College
1 p.m.
04/20
at Mt.
Vernon
Nazarene
3 p.m.
04/22
at Bethel
3 p.m.

Recap
The softball team swept their
last two conference opponents at home for their first
conference wins of the season. With two come from
behind wins, the Trojans now
move into a tie for fifth place
with St. Francis.

Golf
results
04/12-13
Taylor
University
Invitational
Kampen G.
(4th of 8)

Schedule
04/16-17
Bethel College Spring
Invitational
at Blackthorn G.C.
(South Bend,
Ind.) 11 a.m.
/ 9 a.m.

Recap
The Trojan golfers then went
on to place fourth at the
eight-team Taylor Invitational on April 12-13. Tyler
Ramsland shot a 151 (77/74)
to tie for second place.

M. Lacrosse (1-5, 0-2)
results
04/10
at Grove City
L, 14-11

Schedule
04/17
at John
Carroll
4 p.m.

Recap
Taylor jumped out to a quick
3-0 lead on division leading
Grove City, but could not
hold off the hot Wolverines.
Tied at 11 going into the
fourth quarter, Grove city
closed out the game with
three more goals for the win.

Schedule
04/17
vs Marian
1 p.m.
04/20
at St. Francis 1 p.m.
04/22
at Spring
Arbor 1 p.m.

Recap
The Trojans took three out
of four in the series against
Huntington, holding the
Foresters scoreless for a
24-inning stretch. In the
IWU game, Taylor was down
2-1 going into the seventh
inning, but the Trojan bats
came alive and scored five
runs to take the lead.

Ultimate Frisbee
results
4/10
Univ. of
Cincinnati
W, 10-5
Huntington
W, 13-6
Earlham
W, 13-8
Denison
W, 14-12
Wright State
L, 9-13

Schedule
4/17-18
at Naperville,
IL (UPA
sectionals)

Recap
The club team placed second
out of eight teams in the
Flava Fest tournament last
Saturday at Earlham University, losing only to Wright
State in the championship,
9-13.

Track
results
04/9-10
at Little State
Championship
Men 5th of 19
Women 9th of 19

Schedule
04/17
at Manchester
Invitational
11 a.m.

Athlete of the Week

Jessica Fankhauser

Track teams run
well at IWU
Andrew Morgan
Sports Co-Editor
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M

Senior Dave Voss runs in the prelims of the 400 intermediate hurdles last Friday.

Voss placed 2nd in the finals on Saturday, as well as qualied for nationals.

en and women’s track placed fifth and ninth,
respectively, April 9 and 10 at the Indiana Little State Championships on the outdoor IWU
track.
Neither team received first place honors for individual runners, but the Trojan teams found good standing
among the 19-school meet. Preliminary competitions
took place on Friday for a multitude of events, while
the finals took place on Saturday.
The Lady Trojans were led by senior Andrea Elsman,
who received a second place finish in the pole vault with
a height of 10’ 6”, Friday evening.
“I was happy with my pole vault performance at Little
State,” Elsman said. “The conditions for competition
weren’t ideal on Friday night, but I think that everyone
did a great job adapting to it.”
Freshman runner Henrietta Carey continued her
success this year by breaking the Taylor school record
in the 100-meter dash with a time of 12.11 and a thirdplace finish in the competition. Carey also took seventh
place in the 200-meter dash and ran the anchor for the
women’s 4 x 100 relay team, which finished second with
a time of 49.62. Cassie Vaflor, Morgan Aschteroff and
Stephanie Kenney constituted the other three legs of
the relay squad.
The men’s team was led by senior runner Dave Voss
who ran the 400-meter hurdles in 55.99 seconds during the preliminary rounds, and qualified for the NAIA
Outdoor Championships with a second-place time of
54.86 seconds.
“Everything fell into place and I was able to run the
way I wanted to,” Voss said. “There were a lot of other
good hurdlers out there to help push me which was
really helpful.”
Voss ran in the 4 x 100 and 4 x 400-meter relays,
which both also qualified for the NAIA Outdoor Championships.
Other highlights include senior Tom Robertson who
took two third place finishes in the 3000-meter steeple
chase with a time of 9:31 on Friday and in the 5000meter run with a time of 15:19 on Saturday. Also, junior
Scott Gill placed fourth in the long jump on Friday with
a distance of 22’ 10”.
With 58 points, the men’s team fell just three points
short of third place behind Vincennes University and
Indiana Tech. NCAA division II University of Indianapolis finished first in the men’s competition, while
Bethel College took first place within the women’s competition.
Both Trojan track teams will run again 11 a.m. Saturday at the Manchester Invitational.
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Name:

Jessica Fankhauser

Hometown:

Jasper, Mich.

Sport:

Softballl

Residence:

Off-campus.

Reese’s Pieces
or M&M’s:

Peanut Butter M&M’s

Favorite
Sports Team:

U of M football and Softball

Nicknames:

Jess, Fank, Fanky

Favorite
color:

Blue, Brown and Purple

Favorite
cartoon:

Bugs Bunny

Favorite
Quote:

“Whatever your heart clings to
and relies on- that is your god.”
– Os Guiness

Favorite
Band/
Musician:

Anything country

Most
memorable
athletic
moment:

Coming in second in the world
series in travel ball my senior
year of high school

Favorite TV
show:
Favorite
Number and
why:

“Amazing Race”
13- because that’s my number
now J

Favorite
place you’ve
ever been:

Indonesia

Favorite
thing about
TU softball:

My teammates!

